September 4, 2013

MEMORANDUM TO: William D. Reckley, Chief
Policy and Support Branch
Japan Lessons-Learned Project Directorate
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

FROM: Lauren Gibson, Project Manager /RA/
Policy and Support Branch
Japan Lessons-Learned Project Directorate
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

SUBJECT: FORTHCOMING PUBLIC MEETING TO DISCUSS STAFF ANALYSIS OF JAPAN LESSONS-LEARNED TIER 3 ISSUE ON EXPEDITED TRANSFER OF SPENT FUEL TO DRY CASK STORAGE AND TO DISCUSS THE SPENT FUEL POOL STUDY

DATE AND TIME: Wednesday, September 18, 2013
10:00am – 5:00pm, EDT

LOCATIONS: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
One White Flint North
Commissioner’s Hearing Room
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD 20852

PURPOSE: The purpose of this meeting is to provide external stakeholders with information on 1) the NRC staffs’ activities regarding whether regulatory action is needed to require expedited transfer of spent fuel to dry cask storage and 2) the use of the spent fuel pool study and other sources of information in the staff’s assessments. External stakeholders will have an opportunity to ask the NRC staff clarifying questions and to provide feedback to NRC staff. Please see additional notes below.

CATEGORY*: This is a Category 3 public meeting. Public participation is actively sought for this meeting to fully engage the public in a discussion of regulatory issues (as described below, those wishing to participate are encouraged to contact the staff prior to the meeting). No classified, proprietary, or protected information will be discussed.

MEETING CONTACT: Kevin Witt, NRR/JLD
301-415-2145
Kevin.Witt@nrc.gov

*Commission’s Policy Statement on “Enhancing Public Participation in NRC Meeting” (FR 36920), May 28, 2002
PARTICIPANTS: NRC staff, interested stakeholders and members of the public. Participants from the NRC include members of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research, and the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards.

Interested members of the public can participate in this meeting via a toll-free audio teleconference. Please dial in using toll-free number: 888-324-8193 and pass code: 4345562

To view the meeting by webcast, please visit: http://video.nrc.gov

A webinar will be provided for this meeting to enable remote participation. Please contact Kevin Witt at 301-415-2145 or Kevin.Witt@nrc.gov with any questions. The webinar can be accessed via the following link: https://www1.gotomeeting.com/register/984626536

This meeting is being held due to the high level of interest expressed at the August 22, 2013, public meeting that concerned the expedited transfer of spent fuel. The scope of this meeting also includes the Spent Fuel Pool Study, which can be accessed in ADAMS under Accession No. ML13133A132.

External stakeholders who wish to provide prepared comments should pre-register with Kevin Witt at 301-415-2145 or Kevin.Witt@nrc.gov. This will allow any necessary adjustments to the meeting location, meeting length, and/or teleconference arrangements to facilitate participation. After the time dedicated to the pre-registered external stakeholders, other external stakeholders will be able to ask questions or provide feedback to the extent allowed by the time available. If they prefer, stakeholders may also provide comments to the NRC staff via email at JLD_Public.Resource@nrc.gov.

The NRC provides reasonable accommodation to individuals with disabilities where appropriate. If you need a reasonable accommodation to participate in a meeting, or need a meeting notice or a transcript or other information from a meeting in another format (e.g., Braille, large print), please notify the NRC’s meeting contact. Determinations on requests for reasonable accommodation will be made on a case-by-case basis.
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AGENDA

FORTHCOMING PUBLIC MEETING

EXPEDITED TRANSFER OF SPENT FUEL

AND

SPENT FUEL POOL STUDY

Wednesday September 18, 2013

10:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m., EDT

10:00 AM    Welcome/Introductions/Logistics

10:15 AM    NRC Presentation
            o Spent Fuel Pool Study – Technical Analysis
            o Spent Fuel Pool Study – Regulatory Analysis
            o Expedited Transfer of Spent Fuel – Generic Assessment
            o Generic technical information
            o Generic Regulatory Analysis
            o Common Questions and Comments received from August 22, 2013 Public Meeting
              ▪ Limited scope of Spent Fuel Pool Study (e.g., event initiators)
              ▪ Partial draindown events
              ▪ Applicability of the Spent Fuel Pool Study to other reactors
              ▪ Exclusion of security events
              ▪ Relative risks of storage pools and dry cask storage
              ▪ Cost/benefit analysis

11:00 AM    Questions and Comments from Pre-Registered External Stakeholders¹

12:00 noon  Lunch Break

1:00 PM      Continuation of Public Questions and Comments

5:00 PM      Adjourn

¹ External stakeholders who wish to provide prepared comments must pre-register with Kevin Witt at 301-415-2145 or Kevin.Witt@nrc.gov. This will allow any necessary adjustments to the meeting location, meeting length, and/or teleconference arrangements to facilitate participation. After the time dedicated to the pre-registered external stakeholders for comments, any other external stakeholders will be able to ask questions or provide feedback to the extent that the remainder of the meeting time allows.
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